
Halakha

¤u Bishba¿ and Supplications
There are four Rosh Hashanahs (new

years) and ¤u Bishba¿ (the 15th of Sheba¿) is
the new year for trees in matters pertaining to
'Orlah (lit. blocked: the prohibition of eating fruit
from a tree during the first three years of its life)
and Terumah and Ma'aser (tithing).

 Anna (confession) and Te¥inna (Ta¥anun
- supplications) is not said on ¤u Bishba¿
because the rejoicing of the trees affects the
happiness of man, as it says, for man is like the
tree of the field (Debarim 20:19). Normally, when
Te¥inna is not said on a specific day, it is
likewise omitted during the Min¥a prayer
preceding it. In this case there is a difference of
opinion, however. The 'Olath Tamid writes that it
appears from the words of the Shul¥an 'Arukh
(code of Jewish law) that supplications are not
omitted during the Min¥a preceding ¤u Bishba¿.

The prevalent custom, however, is that
they are not recited on ¤u Bishba¿ or during the
Min¥a that precedes it.

(See Shul¥an 'Arukh 131:6. Kaf Ha¥ayyim ibid 101. Maamar
Mordekhai [Eliyahu], Hilkhoth ¡aggim 61:1-2)

Parasha
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Why are you crying out to me, speak to the Children of
Israel and they will travel. And you shall lift up your staff and
stretch out your arm over the sea and split it, and the Children
of Israel will come into the sea on dry land. (Shemoth
14:15-16)

All that happened to the Children of Israel in the
wilderness, was a test to enable them to grow in their trust in
G-d (Bitahon), because this is the root of faith (Emunah).
The purpose was to make them fit to receive the Torah. This
also explains why G-d did not split the entire sea in one go.
Instead, as they advanced into it, the sea split in front of
them.

Furthermore, after they had been in the desert for
three days, without any water, when they came to Marah, the
sweet water became bitter, and they couldn't drink it. Then
G-d told Moshe Rabbenu, 'a”h, to throw the tree in the water
and when he did, it became sweet again.

Another example is the Manna from Heaven which
came day by day, as it was needed, and not in larger
quantities which could be stored.

All these actions had the effect of causing them to build up
their trust in G-d. Would He continue to split the sea at the
next step? Would the water become drinkable again? Would
there be food to eat tomorrow? In fact, the Children of Israel
by walking into the sea to the point that they would drown,
demonstrated publicly and unequivocally, the hughest level
of trust in G-d, that He would perform a miracle for them.
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Lending on Condition of Receiving a Loan at a Later Date
Included in the prohibition of lending or even borrowing from another Jew with interest, is for the

lender to receive any benefit which is directly connected to the loan.

If Reuben would say to Shim'on, "Give me a loan today and I will give you a loan at a later time", this
is not permitted.  Similarly, even if Reuben borrowed from Shim'on without specifying anything, but on
another occasion Reuben gave Shim'on a loan and said to him, "The reason I am giving you this loan is
because you loaned me money previously", this is also forbidden.

In this latter case, Reuben should simply lend Shim'on the money without saying anything.
(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Parashahth Wa-eth-hannan, 2nd year, Oth ¡eth)



Tu Bishba¿ and Tithing
All fruits grown in the Land of Israel require Terumah and Ma'aser Rishon (first tithes) to be separated

from them. On some years (1, 2, 4, and 5 of the seven-year Shemi¿¿a cycle) Ma'aser Sheni (second tithes)
must also be separated from them and on other years (3 and 6) Ma'aser 'Ani (tithes for the poor) must be
separated.

¤u Bishba¿ (the 15th of the Hebrew month of Sheba¿) is the date which decides whether or not the
fruits require Ma'aser Sheni or Ma'aser 'Ani to be removed from them. If a fruit ripens before ¤u Bishba¿, it is
considered as belonging to the previous year for purposes of Ma'aser. If the fruit ripens after ¤u Bishba¿, it
belongs to that year.

Therefore, in a year when Ma'aser 'Ani is separated, fruit which ripened before ¤u Bishba¿ must have
Ma'aser Sheni separated from it, since the rain and other forces that caused it to grow were from the previous
year.

(See Maamar Mordekhai [Eliyahu], Hilkhoth ¡aggim, 61:13-14)

   Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ‘a”h 

The Secret Hidden in the Dough (Part 2)
Engaging in the special Mi£wah of separating the ¡allah from the dough, when we bake bread, has

the power to transform the physical bread we eat, into a holy entity.

Just as our transgressions and sins create a separation between us and our Creator, the opposite is
also true. The performance of the Mi£woth builds closeness and brings us a step higher to connect with the
source of holiness, Hashem. This results in increasing the blessings that we, as women can bring upon our
homes; as the prophet Ye¥ezqel said: The first yield of your dough you should give to the Kohen, so that the
blessing will rest upon your home (Ezekiel:44:31).

My dear friends, is there anyone who does not often wonder what she can do to bring blessing upon
her home? We see that, at times, the most ordinary and mundane activities, have a hidden power within
them to effect an abundance of blessings and sanctity into our lives. 

Perhaps this is something to keep in mind next time you ask yourself what you are doing in the
kitchen cooking, baking and washing dishes. Remind yourself: It is my holy work.
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